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__________________________________________________ 
 

SAMMANFATTNING. Ökad proliferationsförmåga är en av många karaktärsdrag som urskiljer cancerceller från 

normala celler. Markörer som kan uppskatta andelen prolifererande celler i en vävnad är därför av stort värde för många 

typer av cancer när det kommer till att förutspå framtida utveckling och aggresivitet. Denna studie syftar till att försöka 

identifiera nya proliferationmarkörer med hjälp av en isogen cell modell för malign cancerutveckling. Av 227 intressanta 

gener som hittats baserat på tidigare extraherad RNA-sekvenseringsdata, färgades 39 proteiner in i cellmodellen för att 

identifiera de proteiner med en tydlig uppreglering i de celler med hög proliferationsaktivitet. Tre redan 

välkarakteriserade proteiner; BUB1B, TOP2A och DLGAP5, utsågs som de med högst potential att fungera som 

proliferationsmarkörer i äkta tumörer. Resultatet kan ses som en validering av det tillvägagångssätt som använts och 

okända proliferationsmarkörer kan förhoppningsvis hittas bland de än så länge outforskade 188 proteiner som inte 

undersöktes i denna studie. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

ABSTRACT. Increased proliferation ability is one example of several traits a cancer cell acquires during its 

development into a malignant tumor forming cell. The usage of protein proliferation markers within cancer prognostics 

may therefore give access to valuable information about the invasiveness and treatability of various types of cancer. In 

this study, an attempt to identify novel proliferation markers by the use of an isogenic cell model for cancer malignancy 

was made. Based on previous RNA sequencing data, 39 out of 227 interesting genes were immunostained in the cell 

model to identify proteins showing a clear upregulation in cells with a high proliferation activity. Three already well-

characterized proteins; BUB1B, TOP2A and DLGAP5, were showing the highest potential to be used as proliferation 

markers in real cancerous tissue. Nevertheless, the result serves as a validation of the approach used and novel markers 

of proliferation could hopefully be revealed among the so far uninvestigated 188 proteins that were not covered in the 

scope of this study. 
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Introduction 
 

N 2005 the first version of the Human Protein Atlas 

(HPA) was launched,  the result of a project aiming 

to systematically map the whole human proteome 

using antibody-based proteomics (1). Today, the database 

contains expression profiles covering almost 83% of the 

human proteome and is divided into four subparts; normal 

tissue, cancer tissue, subcellular and cell line atlas (2,3). 

The aim of this project was to learn more about the 

different proteomic landscapes among healthy and cancer 

cells by using the resources from the subcellular atlas. The 

project builds upon a study done by Danielsson et al. 

showing that, by combining transcriptomics and 

immunofluorescence-based proteomics, the majority of 

upregulated genes in an isogenic cell model for cancer are 

related to cellular proliferation (4). 

 

The Need for Proliferation Markers. The 

transformation of normal cells into cancerous tumor cells 

is a continuous process that requires a series of different 

mutations, and the barriers the cell overcomes to increase 

malignancy have been defined by Hanahan & Weinberg 

(5,6). Despite the heterogeneity among different kinds of 

cancers, they present eight biological characteristics that 

cancer cells acquire during malignant transformation. 

These are hyperactive proliferation signaling, perturbed, 

growth suppression, cell death evasion, immortalization, 

angiogenesis inducing capability, reprogramming of cell 

metabolism, avoidance of immune destruction and 

attenuated adhesion enabling metastasis. Knowledge 

about the mechanisms underlying cancer are helpful for 

developing cancer treatments that maximize damage to 

the cancer cells, and minimize impair to healthy ones. 

Today, approximately 65% of all patients diagnosed with 

cancer in Sweden are still alive after ten years and the 

survival rate has almost doubled within the last 60 years. 

Despite this, cancer is still one of the most lethal diseases 

in the western world and the incidence is thought to 

almost double within the next two decades. 

Implementation of early diagnosis in the clinics increases 

the chance of survival but it requires sensitive and specific 

diagnostic tools (7,8). Ki-67, a nuclear protein expressed 

throughout the whole cell cycle except for the G0 phase, 

is an example of a clinical marker used in cancer 

diagnostics today. The expression pattern makes it 

strongly correlated to proliferation, which makes it 

possible to distinguish normal tissue from a cancerous by 

looking at the percentage of proliferative cells in the tissue 

sample (9,10). However, anti-cancer drugs often 

selectively targets actively proliferating cells and 

expression of Ki-67 may not always accurately reflect the 

fraction of dividing cells in a tissue since some cells are 

arrested in G1 but still staining positively for Ki-67. 

Therefore, additional markers are needed to enable more 

accurate prognoses and patient stratification in the future. 

 

Subcellular Localization using Fluorescence 

Microscopy. Investigation of spatial distribution of 

proteins is important for gaining a better understanding of 

protein function and interaction, knowledge valuable for 

the development of more effective treatment against for 

example cancer. Protein labeling using fluorescent dyes 

with subsequent image acquisition using confocal 

fluorescence microscopy is often used for determination 

of subcellular protein localization. For the labeling, there 

are mainly two approaches available, gene-tagging and 

immunostaining. For the gene-tagging method, a 

fluorescent protein tag is fused to the target protein and 

the co-expression of the tag is then used for detection of 

the protein. The technique enables precise localization of 

a specific protein even if the risk for alternated expression 

and/or localization increases due to potential interference 

of the fluorescent tags. The second approach enables 

protein localization by the use of antibodies towards the 

target protein, either directly coupled to a fluorophore or 

indirectly by using a secondary antibody. Immunostaining 

therefore allows for detection of the native protein, but 

depends on antibody specificity and requires cell fixation 

and permeabilization (11). Despite the limitations of these 

two approaches that may result in mislocalizations, it has 

been shown that a majority of the proteins are predicted 

to the same localization regardless of which method that 

was used (12). 

I 
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The BJ Cell Model. One approach to study the 

molecular mechanisms underlying cancer development is 

by inducing cell transformation by ectopic expression of 

known oncogenes. The isogenic cell model used in this 

study (Fig. 1) mimics four different cell states observed on 

the route to cancer malignancy (13). The model derives 

from normal human BJ fibroblasts that have been 

immortalized by human telomerase reverse transcriptase 

(hTERT), a protein that elongates the telomeres during 

each replication cycle and prevents the cells from entering 

senescence (14,15). Since the immortal cells are not 

cancerous per se, they have been transfected with simian 

virus 40. The virus codes for expression of large T protein 

which is promoting cell transformation by interaction with 

known tumor suppressors, such as the retinoblastoma 

protein and p53 (16,17). Lastly, the transformed cells have 

been introduced to oncogenic H-Ras, a GTPase involved 

in the signal transduction regulating cell division that, 

when constitutively expressed, gives the BJ cells 

metastasizing abilities (18). 

 

Aim. The aim of the project was to, by immunostaining 

of the BJ cell model, further investigate the upregulated 

genes in the work of Danielsson et al. By studying the 

protein expression profiles between the primary and the 

metastasizing cells, novel markers indicating the level of 

cellular proliferation in any human cell culture could 

hopefully be revealed.  

Materials and Methods 

Data analysis. Using R studio (v. 3.1.3) and the 

additional BiomaRt (v. 2.24.0) and DESeq2 (v. 1.4.5) 
packages,  differential expression between the primary and 
metastasizing BJ cells for each protein-coding gene was 
determined from the RNA-seq data collected by 
Danielsson et al. (4). For the upregulated genes, a p-value 
cut-off of 1% was set to sift out genes not showing 
significant differential expression. An enrichment analysis 

based on gene ontology (GO) annotations of biological 
processes was performed using DAVID 6.7 (19,20) with 
all human genes as background for the data set consisting 
of the significantly upregulated genes. FPKM data from 
the RNA-seq was then used to determine the absolute 
difference between the number of reads for the 
upregulated genes in the metastasizing cells compared to 
the primary cells. Upregulated genes not meeting the 
threshold were removed. The data set was further 
narrowed down by removing genes with low (supportive) 
IF score in the HPA. 
 
Prior to selecting in-house available primary antibodies for 
the remaining genes, GO-annotations of biological 
processes were extracted using the web based tool 
Ensembl BioMart 78 (21).  The genes related to cellular 
proliferation, (GO:0008283) and cell cycle functions 
(GO:0007049) were sorted into one cluster. For these 
genes, antibodies showing previous immunofluorescent 
(IF) and Western Blot (WB) stainings in line with 
localization and molecular weight in Uniprot was 
favourable, but if absent, supportive IF score was the only 
requirement (22,23).  For the rest of the genes not related 
to any cellular proliferation or cell cycle function, only 
antibodies showing both supportive IF score, WB score 
and upregulation in five different cancer tissues (FPKM 
data from liver, lung, colorectal, skin and breast extracted 
from LIMS) were selected. Due to time restraints a subset 
from each cluster was chosen to be experimentally 
evaluated by immunostaining the primary and 
metastasizing BJ cells, some of them were well-known to 
be involved in cellular proliferation regulation while some 
were less characterized. 

Cell cultivation. The BJ cells were grown in DMEM 

(Sigma-Aldrich) + 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific) in 37 °C and 5.2% CO2 
environment and continuously kept sub confluent. For the 
immunostaining of the primary and metastasizing BJ cells, 
5000  cells/well (in total 40 wells of each cell line) were 
seeded onto a 96-well glass bottom plate (Greiner) coated 
with 40 µl 12.5 µg/ml fibronectin and incubated for 24 h 
in the same growth media, temperature and environment. 
The same procedure was repeated for the serum starvation 
experiment, but when reaching 70% confluency, cells were 

Fig. 1 | The isogenic BJ cell model 
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grown in DMEM + 0.1% FBS for additional 24 h before 
10000 cells/well (in total 40 wells of each cell line) were 
seeded onto a fibronectin coated Greiner plate and let 
incubate in the low serum media overnight. The 
fluorescent, ubiquitination-based cell cycle indicator 
(FUCCI) expressing U-2 OS cells were cultivated in 
McCoy’s 5A Modified Medium (Sigma-Aldrich) + 10% 
FBS in the same environment as the BJ cells. For the 
staining, 12000 cells/well were seeded onto a fibronectin 
coated Greiner plate and incubated for 24 h. 
 
Growth curve. Primary, immortalized, transformed and 
metastasizing BJ cells were grown to confluency and 
10000 cells/well were then seeded onto a half a 24-well 
plate for each cell line. The cells in three of the wells for 
each cell line were detached and counted every 24th hours 
using an automated cell counter (Merck Millipore). Images 
of each cell line were acquired using a light microscope 
and an objective with 10x magnification. 

Immunostaining. Growth media were removed from 

the 96-well glass bottom plate and after washing with PBS 
(137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM NA2HPO4, 1.8 mM 
KH2PO4, pH 7.2) the cells were fixed by incubation with 
40 µl ice cold 4% paraformaldehyde (VWR) for 15 
minutes. The cells were then permeabilized with 40 µl PBS 
containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 3x5 
minutes followed by another washing step with PBS. 
Rabbit HPA-antibodies were diluted into a concentration 
of 2-4 µg/ml in blocking buffer (PBS + 4% FBS) 
containing 1 µg/ml mouse anti-tubulin (ABcam - ab7291) 
and added to the cells. After incubation in 4 degrees 
overnight, the cells were washed with PBS for 3x10 
minutes. Subsequently, 40 µl blocking buffer containing 1 
µg/ml of secondary antibodies goat anti mouse Alexa 555 
and goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (Life Technologies) were 
added and incubated in room temperature. After 90 
minutes, blocking buffer was removed and the cell nuclei 
were stained using 50 µl of the nuclear probe, DAPI 
(Invitrogen), diluted in PBS to 300 nM and let incubate for 
additional 10 minutes. For the FUCCI experiment, only 
blocking buffer containing goat anti-mouse Alexa 405 and 
goat anti-rabbit Alexa 647 (Life Technologies) was used. 
After washing with 3x10 minutes with PBS, the plate 
could be sealed by mounting with 78% glycerol in 10xPBS. 

Image Acquisition. Images of the BJ cells were 

acquired both automatically (using a 10x HCX PL Fluotar 
0.37 NA air objective) and manually (63x HCX PL 
Apo  1.4 NA oil) at room temperature using Leica SP5 
DM6000 CS confocal microscope and the software LAS 
AF (Leica Microsystems) for manual image acquisition 
and LAS AF Matrix for the automated imaging. The 

settings were the following; 16 bit, 600 Hz, line average 2, 
pixel size 80 nm. For the automatically acquired images, 
an autofocus job was made before scanning and four 
images from each well were acquired. For both the manual 
and automated imaging, the gain was adjusted to the 
staining intensity of the metastasizing cells and held the 
same for the primary cells stained with the same HPA-
antibody. The manually acquired images of the FUCCI 
cells where taken using a 40x HCX PL Apo CS 0.85 NA 
air objective, but with the same settings as mentioned. For 
the serum starved cells, gain was not held constant for the 
images of primary and metastasizing cells stained with the 
same antibody. For all manually acquired images, the 
maximum allowed gain was set to 800 for the HPA-
antibody. 

Image Analysis. The automatically acquired images of 

the BJ cells were quantitatively analyzed in Cell Profiler 
v.2.1.1 by first identifying and segmenting cells using the 
staining intensity of the nucleus and microtubules. Cells 
touching the border of the image were deleted. Both 
median and integrated pixel intensity of the HPA- 
antibody staining was then measured in the nucleus and 
the cytoplasm respectively. The acquired intensities were 
normalized against the pixel intensity of the microtubule 
staining of each cell to make up for differences in staining 
efficiency among the samples.  

All images, including the images of the FUCCI U-2 OS 
and serum starved BJ cells, were processes using ImageJ 
v.1.49t. The images acquired from the cell cycle 
dependence and serum starvation experiment were 
manually inspected to evaluate the specific expression 
profiles for each protein. The potential proliferation 
markers were selected based on assessment of 

(i) the pattern and degree of upregulation in the 
initial immunostaining, where staining in an 
increased number of cells was favorable. 

(ii) the degree of knock-down for cells in G0 and 
G1 arrest.  

(iii) upregulation in S/G2/M compared to G1. 

For these proteins, FPKM data from both cancerous 
and healthy tissue was extracted from the HPA to 
evaluate the potential upregulation in real liver, lung, 
colorectal, skin and breast cancer. 
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Result 
Growth and Morphology. A growth curve (Fig. 2) for 

all four cell lines within the BJ model was generated to 

study potential differences in proliferation rate. As 

expected, the transformed and metastasizing cells show a 

higher rate of proliferation compared to the primary and 

immortalized cells, and they also grow into a higher cell 

density before entering senescence. Images showing the 

morphology and growth pattern of the cells were also 

acquired (Fig. 3). Generally the primary cells are more 

elongated and larger than other cell lines, whereas the 

tumor-forming cells show a more irregular appearance and 

also the ability to form highly confluent clusters.  

 

 

Data Analysis. Using RNA-seq data from the previous 

study of the BJ model (4), 2536 genes showing an 

increased expression (p<0.01) in the metastasizing cells 

compared to the primary was identified. The DAVID-

analysis of the upregulated gene showed a significant 

enrichment for cell cycle processes, DNA repair functions 

and RNA processing (Appendix 1). The set of upregulated 

genes were narrowed down by removing genes showing 

less than a difference of 10 in calculated FPKM values 

between the first and last step of the cell model. This since, 

if assuming full correlation between RNA and protein 

levels, a smaller difference would not result in any visual 

upregulation of the stained proteins. The FPKM cut-off 

together with the removal of genes lacking trustworthy 

antibodies resulted in 227 remaining genes, whereof 102 

were GO-annotated to cellular proliferation or cell cycle 

processes (Appendix 2). A subset of these genes were 

chosen to be immunostained in the first and last step of 

the BJ cell model (Table 1).
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Fig. 2 |Proliferation rates of the different cell lines in the BJ 
model. Fewer metastasizing cells were seeded from start, 
resulting in a curve shifted downwards compared to the rest. 

 

Fig. 3 Phase contrast images of all four cell lines in the BJ model in a 
sub confluent and confluent state respectively. From top: primary, 
immortalized, transformed and metastasizing cells. 
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Table 1 | Genes to be immunostained in the first and last step of the BJ cell model. Genes in green are known to be related to cellular 
proliferation and/or cell cycle functions. Subcellular localizations are extracted from the subcellular atlas and organelles within parentheses are 
additional locations. 

GENE ID. GENE NAME SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION 

ABCF1 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family F (GCN20), member 1 Cytoplasm 
BST2 bone marrow stromal cell antigen 2 Plasma membrane, Cytoplasm, Golgi apparatus 
BUB1 BUB1 mitotic checkpoint serine/threonine kinase Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Cytoplasm) 
BUB1B BUB1 mitotic checkpoint serine/threonine kinase B Cytoplasm 
CCNB1 cyclin B1 Cytoplasm 
CDKN2A cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A Nucleus, Nucleoli 
CENPI centromere protein I Nucleus, (Cytoplasm) 
CHAF1B chromatin assembly factor 1, subunit B (p60) Nucleus but not nucleoli 
CSTF2 cleavage stimulation factor, 3' pre-RNA, subunit 2, 64kDa Nucleus but not nucleoli 
DBF4B DBF4 zinc finger B Nucleus 
DDX58 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 58 Cytoplasm 
DLGAP5 discs, large (Drosophila) homolog-associated protein 5 Cytoplasm 
FMR1 fragile X mental retardation 1 Cytoplasm 
HNRNPA0 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 Nucleus but not nucleoli 
KIF18A kinesin family member 18A Cytoplasm, Cytoskeleton 
LBR lamin B receptor Nuclear membrane 
MCM2 minichromosome maintenance complex component 2 Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Cytoplasm) 
MCM3 minichromosome maintenance complex component 3 Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Vesicles, Centrosome) 
MCM4 minichromosome maintenance complex component 4 Nucleus but not nucleoli 
MCMBP minichromosome maintenance complex binding protein Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Plasma membrane, Cytoplasm) 
MKI67 marker of proliferation Ki-67 Nucleoli, (Nucleus) 
NASP nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein (histone-binding) Nucleus but not nucleoli 
NUDCD2 NudC domain containing 2 Cytoskeleton, (Cytoplasm) 
OAS3 2'-5'-oligoadenylate synthetase 3, 100kDa Cytoplasm, (Nucleus but not nucleoli, Plasma membrane) 
PIR pirin (iron-binding nuclear protein) Cytoplasm 
POLE polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon, catalytic subunit Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Plasma membrane, Cytoplasm) 
RAD21 RAD21 homolog (S. pombe) Nucleus but not nucleoli 
RFC1 replication factor C (activator 1) 1, 145kDa Nucleus 
RFC4 replication factor C (activator 1) 4, 37kDa Nucleus but not nucleoli 
RUNX2 runt-related transcription factor 2 Nucleus but not nucleoli 
SMC4 structural maintenance of chromosomes 4 Nucleus but not nucleoli, (Cytoplasm) 
TCOF1 Treacher Collins-Franceschetti syndrome 1 Nucleus, Nucleoli 
TFAM transcription factor A, mitochondrial Mitochondria 
THOC5 THO complex 5 Nucleus but not nucleoli 
TOMM40 translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 40 

homolog (yeast) 
Mitochondria, (Cytoplasm) 

TOP2A topoisomerase (DNA) II alpha 170kDa Nucleus 
TOPBP1 topoisomerase (DNA) II binding protein 1 Nucleus, (Golgi apparatus) 
TP53 tumor protein p53 Nucleus but not nucleoli 
WHSC1 Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1 Nucleus 

Immunostaining. The primary and metastasizing cells 

were cultivated and immunostained using the pre-selected 

antibodies from the HPA (Appendix 3). Images of the 

immunostainings were then acquired automatically for the 

protein quantification (Appendix 4) and manually for 

visual inspection of the different expression profiles 

between the two cell lines (Fig. 4). For proteins localized 

to either nucleus or the cytoplasmic area, relative median 

staining intensity of the HPA-antibody in each cell was 

also determined and visualized (Fig. 5 for nuclear proteins 

and Fig. 6 for cytoplasmic proteins). For proteins with 

localization in both regions, relative median staining 

intensity of the HPA-antibody and  relative integrated 

staining intensity, with correlation to total protein amount 

in the cell, was extracted and plotted against each other 

(Fig. 7). For the proteins localized to one single organelle, 

a majority of the protein expression profiles correlated 

well with the quantitative data acquired from the cell 

segmentation whilst the quantification of protein localized 

to both the cytoplasmic and nuclear region was more 

ambiguous. Based on both inspection of the manually 

acquired images and the protein quantification analysis, 

the pattern of upregulation could be divided into three 

categories. Proteins showing; 

(i)   an increased expression in the metastasizing cells 

compared to the primary cells, e.g. WHSC1. 

(ii)  expression in a greater number of cells in the 

malignant sample, e.g. TOP2A 

(iii)    translocations between the two cell lines, e.g. OAS3. 
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CCNB1        CDKN2A            CENPI                 CHAF1B 

 
 

 
 

CSTF2        DBF4B                      DDX58                 DLGAP5 

 

 

  

FMR1        HNRNPAO            KIF18A                 LBR 

 

 

 
MCM2        MCM3             MCM4                 MCMBP 

 
 
 
 

MKI-67        NASP             NUDCD2                 OAS3 

 

 

 
PIR        POLE             RAD21                 RFC1 

 

 

 
RFC4        RUNX2            SMC4                 TCOF1 

 

 
 

TFAM        THOC5                             TOMM40                 TOP2A 

 

 

 

TOPBP1        TP53             WHSC1                  Neg. control 

 

Fig. 4 | Immunostaining of 39 proteins in the primary (left) and metastasizing (right) BJ cells. HPA-antibody is stained in green, 
microtubules in red and nuclei in blue. Scale bar 10 µm. 

BUB1B 
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Fig. 6 | A comparison between the relative median pixel intensity for the stained cytoplasmic proteins 
in the primary and the metastasizing cells. No plot could be generated for POLE. 

Fig. 5 | A comparison between the relative median pixel intensity for the stained nuclear proteins in 
the primary and the metastasizing cells. No plot could be generated for CDKN2A. 
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Fig. 7| Relative nuclear and cytoplasmic median pixel intensity plotted against the relative integrated pixel intensity for the whole cell. 
Each dot represents one cell. Metastasizing cells are shown in red and primary cells in green. 
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The evaluation of the 39 protein expression profiles 

resulted in a list of 20 remaining proteins that were 

considered to be potential candidates as proliferation 

markers due to expression patters that indicated a clear 

distinction between proliferative and non-proliferative 

cells (Table 2). 

 

Serum Starvation. Serum starvation of the primary and 

metastasizing BJ cells was performed to investigate if or to 

what extent the 20 candidates were affected when arrested 

in G1 (Fig. 8 metastasizing cells and Appendix 5 primary 

cells). To evaluate if cells were fully synchronized, Ki-67 

were used as control in both serum starved and non-serum 

starved cells (Fig. 9). If so, a larger fraction of weakly 

stained cells were to be expected and that was also the 

case. A close to negative staining could be seen for 

ABCF1, BUB1B and MCM3, whilst the other candidates 

exhibited expression patterns ranging from no noticeable 

difference to clear downregulations compared to the initial 

staining of non-serum starved cells. Apart from the three 

proteins showing an almost negative staining, CDKN2A, 

CCNB1, DLGAP5 and TOP2A seemed to be less 

abundant than for the staining of the non-serum starved 

cells. 

 

Cell Cycle Dependence. By immunostaining of all 39 

proteins in FUCCI U-2 OS cells, cell cycle dependent 

expression profiles could be revealed. This since these 

cells nuclei are labeled red in G1, increasingly green 

throughout S, G2 and M and yellow in early S (24).  An 

alternating expression throughout the cell cycle could be 

found for approximately half of the candidate proteins 

(Fig. 10), all earlier related to cell cycle or cellular 

proliferation functions. The following proteins were 

showing an increased expression in G2/M by inspection 

of the images; BUB1B, CCNB1, DLGAP5 and TOP2A. 

MCM2 may have an increased expression in the S phase 

while the expression of TP53 could possibly peak in G1 

and early S. Some proteins, for example WHSC1, showed 

indications of an alternating expression but it could not be 

correlated to any cell cycle phase. No expression of 

ABCF1 and CDKN2A could be found in the U-2 OS cells 

and hence no evaluation of the potential cell cycle 

dependence either.  Images of the stainings not belonging 

to any of the 20 candidates (Appendix 6) were not further 

evaluated.  

 

Table 2 | The 20 candidate proteins divided into categories of the 
expression profiles in the metastasizing cells compared to the 
primary. 

Fig. 9 | Staining of Ki-67 in non-serum starved (left) and serum 
starved (right) metastasizing cells. Scale bar 10 µm. 

Fig. 8 | Metastasizing BJ cells after 48 h of serum starvation. Scale bar 
10 µm. 
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SMC4             TOP2A       TP53   WHSC1 
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Fig. 10 – Part 1 | Immunostaining of the 20 candidate proteins. HPA-antibody is stained in yellow. Nuclei in red indicates cells in G1, nuclei in 
green cells in S/G2/M and nuclei in yellow cells in early S. The protein labels indicates if increased expression could be correlated to a cell cycle 
phase.  
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Fig. 10 - Part 2 | Immunostaining of the 20 candidate proteins. HPA-antibody is stained in yellow. Nuclei in red indicates cells in G1, nuclei in 
green cells in S/G2/M and nuclei in yellow cells in early S. The protein labels indicates if increased expression could be correlated to a cell cycle 
phase. Scale bar 10 µm. 
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Top Candidates. The potentially interesting 

proliferation markers could be divided into two different 

categories based on their expression profiles; upregulated 

and upregulated including a cell cycle dependent 

expression. Among those only showing an upregulation in 

the metastasizing cells, HNRNPA0, RFC4, TOMM40 and 

WHSC1 were the ones where the highest difference 

between primary and metastasizing cells could be seen. 

Among those proteins with an additional altered 

expression in either the serum starvation or the cell cycle 

dependence experiment, CCNB1, MCM2, MCM3, 

RUNX2 and TP53 were the best candidates. The three 

proteins considered to have the highest potential as 

proliferation markers of all investigated proteins were 

BUB1B, TOP2A and DLGAP5. They showed an 

upregulation in terms of increased number of expressing 

cells, lowered expression in cells in G0 or G1 arrest and 

an increasing expression in the later phases of the cell 

cycle. From the extracted tissue data, it is evident that all 

of the three candidates has shown to be upregulated in 

numerous cancer types (Table 3). 

 
Table 3 | Fold change for BUB1B, TOP2A and DLGAP5 in five 
different cancer types compared to healthy tissue. Appendix 7 for raw 
data. 

 BREAST COLORECTAL LIVER LUNG SKIN 

BUB1B  6.9 2.2 11.0 5.4 1.4 
TOP2A 10.3 2.5 12.5 26.0 1.1 
DLGAP5 6.3 2.6 10.8 17.1 1.9 

 

Discussion 
Growth and Morphology. The increased growth and 

altered morphology of the transformed and metastasizing 

cell lines justifies the usage of the BJ model to find novel 

proliferation markers. These cells show a higher 

proliferative ability than the primary cells and a potential 

proliferation marker should therefore be expressed in a 

larger fraction of the malignant cells. The output from the 

DAVID-analysis also confirms the initial claim that the 

upregulated genes across the cell model are highly 

enriched for functions related to cellular proliferation. 

 

Immunostaining. The ability to study and divide the 

expression profiles of all immunostained proteins into 

three different categories shows how well the initial RNA-

seq data is complemented by the single cell analysis of the 

protein expression. It is not only possible to discover the 

degree of upregulation across the model, but also the 

pattern of upregulation. The quantification of the protein 

expression profiles should be seen as a confirmation of the 

upregulation visualized in the acquired images, not as an 

equivalent to the RNA-sequencing data. The reason why 

the quantification in some cases have a poor correlation to 

the analyzed images might be due to biases towards the 

metastasizing cells. These cells usually exhibit a larger 

nucleus compared to the primary cells, which may have 

influenced the detectability of the cells during 

segmentation. This would also explain why larger artifacts 

are noticed for the protein quantification of proteins 

localized to both the nuclear and cytoplasmic region when 

total protein amount was added to study potential 

translocations. This since a larger nuclei would contain 

more protein. Some, mainly primary, cells also show weak 

stainings that were not detectable in the images acquired 

for quantification, but still visible in images taken with a 

greater magnification. This is exemplified by the staining 

of CDKN2A where a clear staining can be seen in the 

manually acquired images, but no quantification could be 

done since the nucleoli staining was too subtle to be 

detected in images with 10x magnification. If this is to be 

avoided by using images acquired with greater 

magnification, caution need to be taken to ensure that 

enough cells for a statistical relevance are caught since the 

BJ cells are relatively large.  

  

Serum Starvation. Only the result from the staining of 

the serum starved metastasizing cells has been shown, this 

because the altered protein expression in the malignant 

cell types may be more relevant for examining protein 

potentially coupled to proliferation. In some cases the 

primary cells showed a clearer knock-down, but the 

difference between the non-serum starved cells is still 

lower. According to the control staining of Ki-67 in non-

serum starved cells, the synchronization seems to have 

been successful since a higher expression in a larger 

fraction of the cells can be seen compared to the staining 

of Ki-67 in the serum staved cells. For proteins not 

showing any tendencies of lowered expression, possible 

reasons are many. Cells may not have been fully 

synchronized, the protein may not have gotten enough 

time to degrade prior to staining, or the protein might 

simply be expressed in resting cells as well. In cases where 

only a fair amount of cells exhibit a higher protein 
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expression than the rest, incomplete synchronization is 

the most probable. However, if the serum starvation and 

the initial staining of non-serum starved cells had been 

performed simultaneously, the result from the experiment 

would have had a much greater relevance since this would 

have enabled a comparison between the expression levels. 

However, the proteins showing a weak staining or 

expression in a lower number of cells after serum 

starvation can still be concluded to have an altered 

expression in non-proliferative cells, in both G0 and G1, 

and should therefore have potential in distinguishing 

aggressive tumors from more benign ones. 

 

Cell Cycle Dependence. For almost half of the 

candidate genes, a cell cycle dependent expression was 

indicated but more trustworthy result could have been 

presented if the images were supported by a quantitative 

analysis. Due to high cell density in the acquired images, 

no solid segmentation of the cells could be performed and 

hence no reliable correlation between protein expression 

and cell cycle phase either. It is also worth to mention that 

Ki-67 show an almost negative staining for some cells in 

G1, which questions the accuracy of the FUCCI U-2 OS 

cells or the primary antibody used. Even if antibodies were 

carefully selected, the risk for unspecific binding can never 

be fully eliminated. Additionally, no staining at all could be 

seen for ABCF1, reducing the trustworthiness of the 

complete knock-down in the serum-starved cells that 

probably were due to unsuccessful primary antibody 

dilution. 

 

Top Candidates. The three most promising candidates 

were found to be BUB1B, TOP2A and DLGAP5. They 

are not only expressed in a larger fraction of malignant BJ 

cells but also to have an increased expression in G2/M 

and a lowered expression in G0/G1. The FPKM data also 

strongly indicates that these proteins are upregulated in 

various types of cancer.  Hence, they may all have a 

potential to be used as a complement to Ki-67 since the 

results presented here show a that they could provide a 

possibility of distinguishing cells with potential to divide 

and actively proliferating cells. According to the literature, 

all these proteins have functions related to the cell cycle 

and their documented connection to cell cycle control 

supports the expression profiles presented previously. 

BUB1B is involved in the mitotic checkpoint and prevents 

the cell to complete division prior to proper alignment of 

the chromosomes and has been found to be mutated in 

cancers with observed aneuploidy (25,26). TOP2A plays a 

crucial role during transcription and mitosis by controlling 

the topology of DNA (27). It is used as a target in various 

anti-cancer drugs and has been suggested as a potential 

proliferation marker to be used in prognostics as well (28–

30). DLGAP5 is thought to control cellular proliferation 

and are known to interact with proteins involved in the 

ubiquitin-proteasome pathway regulating, among others, 

transcription and progression of the cell cycle (31,32). 

Even if these three proteins showed the highest potential 

as a complement to the already established Ki-67, the 

other candidates showing an expression pattern similar to 

Ki-67 or proteins not appearing to be cell cycle dependent 

at all, might still be interesting to further evaluate. This 

group consisted of a larger fraction of relatively unknown 

proteins and more investigation of these could possibility 

lead to the discovery of novel proliferation markers with 

unique characteristics to be used with or without Ki-67. 

 

Future perspectives. The aim of this study was to use 

an isogenic cell model for malignant transformation to 

investigate expression profiles of proteins related to 

cellular proliferation in order to find novel proliferation 

markers used for cancer prognostics. In retrospect, the 

three most promising candidates were already well-

characterized but the result presented here is nevertheless 

a good validation of the approach used. Almost all 

proteins investigated in this study were showing a visual 

upregulation in the metastasizing cell which indicates that 

RNA-seq data can be used to predict protein expression 

profiles. Future investigation of the interesting genes not 

examined in this study is therefore encouraged and the fact 

that the three most promising proliferation markers all 

showed an upregulation in terms of increased number of 

cells expressing the protein, suggests that future research 

may focus on proteins showing a clear on and off situation 

between low proliferative and highly proliferative cell 

cultures. Further validation of the proliferation markers 

proposed here might involve quantification of expression 

levels throughout the whole cell cycle, including G0, and 

staining in real cancerous tissues to investigate potential 

correlation between protein expression and tumor 

aggressiveness. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 | Extraction of the top hits for the DAVID-analysis made for the 227 chosen genes 

 

Appendix 2 | The 227 potential proliferation markers, whereof 102 related to cellular 
proliferation and/or cell cycle functions (left column) 

GENE ID. GENE NAME GENE ID. GENE NAME 

BST2 bone marrow stromal cell antigen 2 ABCF1 ATP-binding cassette, sub-family F (GCN20), member 1 

BUB1 BUB1 mitotic checkpoint serine/threonine kinase ADAR adenosine deaminase, RNA-specific 

BUB1B BUB1 mitotic checkpoint serine/threonine kinase B ALYREF Aly/REF export factor 

CCDC124 coiled-coil domain containing 124 APOA1BP apolipoprotein A-I binding protein 

CCNB1 cyclin B1 ATAD2 ATPase family, AAA domain containing 2 

CCNH cyclin H BAG6 BCL2-associated athanogene 6 

CDC20 cell division cycle 20 BRCA1 breast cancer 1, early onset 

CDC25B cell division cycle 25B CACYBP calcyclin binding protein 

CDC45 cell division cycle 45 CDC5L cell division cycle 5-like 

CDC6 cell division cycle 6 CDCA7 cell division cycle associated 7 

CDKN1B cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1B (p27, Kip1) CDCA7L cell division cycle associated 7-like 

CDKN2A cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A CELF1 CUGBP, Elav-like family member 1 

CDKN2B cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2B (p15, inhibits CDK4) COA1 
cytochrome c oxidase assembly factor 1 homolog (S. 
cerevisiae) 

CDV3 CDV3 homolog (mouse) CPSF6 cleavage and polyadenylation specific factor 6, 68kDa 

CENPF centromere protein F, 350/400kDa CREB1 cAMP responsive element binding protein 1 

CENPI centromere protein I CSTF2 cleavage stimulation factor, 3' pre-RNA, subunit 2, 64kDa 

CENPQ centromere protein Q CSTF3 cleavage stimulation factor, 3' pre-RNA, subunit 3, 77kDa 

CENPW centromere protein W DAXX death-domain associated protein 

CHAF1B chromatin assembly factor 1, subunit B (p60) DDX21 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box helicase 21 

CSE1L CSE1 chromosome segregation 1-like (yeast) DDX46 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 46 

DAZAP1 DAZ associated protein 1 DDX58 DEAD (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp) box polypeptide 58 

DBF4B DBF4 zinc finger B DHX15 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box helicase 15 

DLGAP5 discs, large (Drosophila) homolog-associated protein 5 DHX36 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box polypeptide 36 

DSN1 DSN1, MIS12 kinetochore complex component DHX9 DEAH (Asp-Glu-Ala-His) box helicase 9 

E2F4 E2F transcription factor 4, p107/p130-binding DNTTIP1 deoxynucleotidyltransferase, terminal, interacting protein 1 

EGR1 early growth response 1 ECT2 epithelial cell transforming 2 

ERBB2 
v-erb-b2 avian erythroblastic leukemia viral oncogene 
homolog 2 EFTUD2 elongation factor Tu GTP binding domain containing 2 

ERBB2IP erbb2 interacting protein EIF3E eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3, subunit E 

EXO1 exonuclease 1 EIF4EBP1 eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E binding protein 1 

FANCI Fanconi anemia, complementation group I FAM50A family with sequence similarity 50, member A 

GMNN geminin, DNA replication inhibitor FAM64A family with sequence similarity 64, member A 

HDAC1 histone deacetylase 1 FMR1 fragile X mental retardation 1 

HDGF hepatoma-derived growth factor G6PD glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase 
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HMG20B high mobility group 20B GATAD2A GATA zinc finger domain containing 2A 

HSPD1 heat shock 60kDa protein 1 (chaperonin) GEMIN2 gem (nuclear organelle) associated protein 2 

IFI16 interferon, gamma-inducible protein 16 HAUS6 HAUS augmin-like complex, subunit 6 

ITGB3BP integrin beta 3 binding protein (beta3-endonexin) HDAC3 histone deacetylase 3 

KDM1A lysine (K)-specific demethylase 1A HN1L hematological and neurological expressed 1-like 

KHDRBS1 
KH domain containing, RNA binding, signal transduction 
associated 1 HNRNPA0 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A0 

KIF18A kinesin family member 18A HNRNPAB heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A/B 

KNTC1 kinetochore associated 1 HNRNPC heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C (C1/C2) 

LARP1 La ribonucleoprotein domain family, member 1 HNRNPD 
heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein D (AU-rich 
element RNA binding protein 1, 37kDa) 

LIG1 ligase I, DNA, ATP-dependent HNRNPR heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein R 

MASTL microtubule associated serine/threonine kinase-like HNRNPUL1 heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein U-like 1 

MCM10 minichromosome maintenance complex component 10 HSPA9 heat shock 70kDa protein 9 (mortalin) 

MCM2 minichromosome maintenance complex component 2 IGF2BP2 insulin-like growth factor 2 mRNA binding protein 2 

MCM3 minichromosome maintenance complex component 3 ILF3 interleukin enhancer binding factor 3, 90kDa 

MCM4 minichromosome maintenance complex component 4 IRF9 interferon regulatory factor 9 

MCM5 minichromosome maintenance complex component 5 KHSRP KH-type splicing regulatory protein 

MCM6 minichromosome maintenance complex component 6 KIF11 kinesin family member 11 

MCM7 minichromosome maintenance complex component 7 KNSTRN kinetochore-localized astrin/SPAG5 binding protein 

MCM8 minichromosome maintenance complex component 8 KPNA2 karyopherin alpha 2 (RAG cohort 1, importin alpha 1) 

MKI67 marker of proliferation Ki-67 KPNB1 karyopherin (importin) beta 1 

MYBL2 v-myb avian myeloblastosis viral oncogene homolog-like 2 LARS leucyl-tRNA synthetase 

MYH10 myosin, heavy chain 10, non-muscle LAS1L LAS1-like (S. cerevisiae) 

NASP nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein (histone-binding) LBR lamin B receptor 

NCAPD2 non-SMC condensin I complex, subunit D2 LDHB lactate dehydrogenase B 

NCAPG non-SMC condensin I complex, subunit G LMNB1 lamin B1 

NCAPG2 non-SMC condensin II complex, subunit G2 LONP1 lon peptidase 1, mitochondrial 

NCAPH non-SMC condensin I complex, subunit H LSM2 
LSM2 homolog, U6 small nuclear RNA associated (S. 
cerevisiae) 

NEK2 NIMA-related kinase 2 MCMBP minichromosome maintenance complex binding protein 

NOLC1 nucleolar and coiled-body phosphoprotein 1 MRGBP MRG/MORF4L binding protein 

NUP107 nucleoporin 107kDa MRPL28 mitochondrial ribosomal protein L28 

NUP153 nucleoporin 153kDa MRPS15 mitochondrial ribosomal protein S15 

NUP205 nucleoporin 205kDa MSH6 mutS homolog 6 

NUP62 nucleoporin 62kDa MX1 MX dynamin-like GTPase 1 

NUP88 nucleoporin 88kDa NFKB2 
nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in 
B-cells 2 (p49/p100) 

ORC1 origin recognition complex, subunit 1 NHP2 NHP2 ribonucleoprotein 

PAK1IP1 PAK1 interacting protein 1 NOC3L nucleolar complex associated 3 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 

PARD3 par-3 family cell polarity regulator NOL11 nucleolar protein 11 

PCM1 pericentriolar material 1 NONO non-POU domain containing, octamer-binding 

PDS5A 
PDS5, regulator of cohesion maintenance, homolog A (S. 
cerevisiae) NR2C2AP nuclear receptor 2C2-associated protein 

PLK1 polo-like kinase 1 NUDCD2 NudC domain containing 2 

POLA1 polymerase (DNA directed), alpha 1, catalytic subunit NUSAP1 nucleolar and spindle associated protein 1 

POLD2 polymerase (DNA directed), delta 2, accessory subunit OAS3 2'-5'-oligoadenylate synthetase 3, 100kDa 

POLE polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon, catalytic subunit PARP1 poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 

POLE2 polymerase (DNA directed), epsilon 2, accessory subunit PIR pirin (iron-binding nuclear protein) 

PRPF40A 
PRP40 pre-mRNA processing factor 40 homolog A (S. 
cerevisiae) PNN pinin, desmosome associated protein 

PSMB9 proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, beta type, 9 POLR2H polymerase (RNA) II (DNA directed) polypeptide H 

PSMD3 
proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, non-ATPase, 
3 PPRC1 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma, 
coactivator-related 1 

PTEN phosphatase and tensin homolog PRC1 protein regulator of cytokinesis 1 

RAD17 RAD17 homolog (S. pombe) PRPF38A pre-mRNA processing factor 38A 

RAD21 RAD21 homolog (S. pombe) PRPF4B pre-mRNA processing factor 4B 

RBBP8 retinoblastoma binding protein 8 RBM12 RNA binding motif protein 12 

RFC1 replication factor C (activator 1) 1, 145kDa RBM28 RNA binding motif protein 28 

RFC2 replication factor C (activator 1) 2, 40kDa RCC1 regulator of chromosome condensation 1 

RFC4 replication factor C (activator 1) 4, 37kDa RMI2 RecQ mediated genome instability 2 

RPA1 replication protein A1, 70kDa RNF213 ring finger protein 213 

SGOL1 shugoshin-like 1 (S. pombe) RUNX2 runt-related transcription factor 2 

SKA1 spindle and kinetochore associated complex subunit 1 RUVBL1 RuvB-like AAA ATPase 1 

SKP2 
S-phase kinase-associated protein 2, E3 ubiquitin protein 
ligase RUVBL2 RuvB-like AAA ATPase 2 

SMC1A structural maintenance of chromosomes 1A SAE1 SUMO1 activating enzyme subunit 1 

SMC3 structural maintenance of chromosomes 3 SMARCB1 
SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent 
regulator of chromatin, subfamily b, member 1 

SMC4 structural maintenance of chromosomes 4 SMARCC1 
SWI/SNF related, matrix associated, actin dependent 
regulator of chromatin, subfamily c, member 1 

SPC24 SPC24, NDC80 kinetochore complex component SNRNP200 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 200kDa (U5) 

SRRT serrate, RNA effector molecule SNRNP40 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein 40kDa (U5) 

STAT1 signal transducer and activator of transcription 1, 91kDa SNRPA small nuclear ribonucleoprotein polypeptide A 

TOP2A topoisomerase (DNA) II alpha 170kDa SNRPD3 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein D3 polypeptide 18kDa 

TP53 tumor protein p53 SUPT16H suppressor of Ty 16 homolog (S. cerevisiae) 

TPX2 TPX2, microtubule-associated SUZ12 SUZ12 polycomb repressive complex 2 subunit 

XPO1 exportin 1 TCEA1 transcription elongation factor A (SII), 1 

XRCC5 
X-ray repair complementing defective repair in Chinese 
hamster cells 5 (double-strand-break rejoining) TCOF1 Treacher Collins-Franceschetti syndrome 1 

  TFAM transcription factor A, mitochondrial 

  THOC3 THO complex 3 

  THOC5 THO complex 5 

  TIMELESS timeless circadian clock 

  TKT transketolase 
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  TMPO thymopoietin 

  TNPO3 transportin 3 

  
TOMM22 

translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 22 homolog 
(yeast) 

  
TOMM40 

translocase of outer mitochondrial membrane 40 homolog 
(yeast) 

  TOP1 topoisomerase (DNA) I 

  TOPBP1 topoisomerase (DNA) II binding protein 1 

  TP53BP1 tumor protein p53 binding protein 1 

  
TRMU 

tRNA 5-methylaminomethyl-2-thiouridylate 
methyltransferase 

  TUFM Tu translation elongation factor, mitochondrial 

  U2AF2 U2 small nuclear RNA auxiliary factor 2 

  U2SURP U2 snRNP-associated SURP domain containing 

  
UQCC2 

ubiquinol-cytochrome c reductase complex assembly factor 
2 

  
UTP18 

UTP18 small subunit (SSU) processome component 
homolog (yeast) 

  VBP1 von Hippel-Lindau binding protein 1 

  WDHD1 WD repeat and HMG-box DNA binding protein 1 

  WDR34 WD repeat domain 34 

  WHSC1 Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome candidate 1 

  
XRCC6 

X-ray repair complementing defective repair in Chinese 
hamster cells 6 

 

 

Appendix 3 | Primary antibodies from the HPA project used for this study 

GENE ID. HPA-ANTIBODY 

ABCF1 HPA017578 
BST2 HPA017060 
BUB1 HPA006123 
BUB1B HPA008419 
CCNB1 HPA030741 
CDKN2A HPA047838 
CENPI HPA061297 
CHAF1B HPA021679 
CSTF2 HPA000427 
DBF4B HPA048465 
DDX58 HPA047193 
DLGAP5 HPA005546 
FMR1 HPA050118 
HNRNPA0 HPA036569 
KIF18A HPA039312 
LBR HPA062236 
MCM2 HPA031496 
MCM3 HPA004789 
MCM4 HPA031052 
MCMBP HPA038481 
MKI67 HPA001164 
NASP HPA030520 
NUDCD2 HPA037385 
OAS3 HPA041372 
PIR HPA000697 
POLE HPA058210 
RAD21 HPA020044 
RFC1 HPA058107 
RFC4 HPA049123 
RUNX2 HPA022040 
SMC4 HPA029449 
TCOF1 HPA038237 
TFAM HPA063684 
THOC5 HPA048402 
TOMM40 HPA036231 
TOP2A HPA006458 
TOPBP1 HPA063020 
TP53 HPA051244 
WHSC1 HPA015801 
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CSTF2           DBF4B 

Appendix 4| Automatically acquired images used for quantitative analysis 
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Appendix 5| Primary BJ cells after 48 h of serum starvation (upper), non-serum starved primary 
BJ cell (lower left) and serum starved primary cell stained with Ki-67 (lower right). 
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Appendix 6 | Staining in FUCCI U-2 OS of the 19 proteins not considered as potential 
proliferation markers (upper) and negative control (lower). 
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Appendix 7 | FPKM values in five healthy tissues and five cancerous tissues. 

 

FPKM BUB1B TOP2A DLGAP5 
Breast 2.88 5.05 2.21 
Breast cancer 19.89 51.78 13.93 
Colon 6.15 19.01 5.23 
Colorectal cancer 13.7 47.3 13.28 
Liver 0.57 2.06 0.58 
Liver cancer 6.23 25.66 6.26 
Lung 1.34 2.24 0.59 
Lung cancer 7.28 58.3 10.09 
Skin 4.53 13.65 2.63 
Skin cancer 6.7 15.87 5.01 

 

 


